
SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY RETAIL BOUTIQUE

Retailers arguably have the most to gain from social media marketing. And despite popular belief, social media isn't
killing retail: it's simply.

Mark Zuckerberg himself said that they will be rolling out changes to the News Feed to prioritize content from
friends, family, and groups, so business pages will have to fight even harder to get exposure. One might be
recording a Snapchat story, another might be using Google Maps, others might be sending a Facebook
message, and so on. Curate user-generated content to promote your satisfied customers Easily one of the
biggest needs when it comes to social media for retail, brands need to be on the hunt for user-generated
content UGC Even retail giants like Target with nearly 4 million Instagram followers rely on UGC to show off
their products. Clear calls-to-action to entice customers? Business owners in many industries thus believe that
they MUST be on the social networks in order to keep up with customers, but social media in any format
requires a great deal of time and effort in order to build a following, and to maintain it. Dedicate time to
providing social customer service Food for thought: customer service concerns are among the top reasons that
consumers engage with retailers on social media. Find the answer then figure out how to make it come to life
on your Instagram page. For busy shopping seasons like the holidays, you want to do it every couple of weeks
or even every week if possible. Stunning product photos? Also, consider telling stories with your displays.
These steps will lead to happier employees and higher levels of performance, which in turn lead to better retail
experiences and more satisfied customers. Ready to get started? Others have stuck to the primary platforms,
like Facebook and Instagram. Video that is series based and will have people tuning in to watch from week to
week. A distinct brand voice? And with that, we wrap up our guide! This means figuring out your brand
identity and making connections with customers. This can be done by combining your social presence with
your physical packaging if possible. Customer photos are noted to increase conversions and engagement
among social followers. It looks cleaner than putting hashtags in the caption. Millennials have also proven that
they prefer to research products through YouTube as compared to more traditional sources. Having popular
content will help boost authority and it can also lead to new users discovering your brand. Pinterest, Facebook,
and Twitter all currently offer in-channel purchasing options. For example, the recent roll-out of Instagram
checkout signals how networks are trying to make it easier for brands to encourage purchases. Social media
for retail is centered around the customer journey. The takeaway from these stats? Take note of the numbers,
then use those insights to determine your ROI. Your social media strategy needs to work with your business
overall strategy, which of course, is aimed at increasing sales and increasing brand loyalty. The social media
marketing tips on this infographic are custom made for you! Additionally, consistently publishing coupon
codes, offers and discounts is fair game for encouraging impulse buys. Such ads serve as a cost-effective way
to reintroduce your brand to customers and are likewise noted for their high ROI. It indicates: What social
media has the power to do, and why a retailer needs to be aware of it. They even created custom Story cover
images to make them look more attractive! Either way, retailers need to create a social customer journey that
encompasses all of the actions above versus only acquisition or attention. Meanwhile, Lululemon also takes
advantage of paid Facebook advertising while also double-dipping their Instagram content.


